Abstract
Let pi denote the probability that process 1 holds I as its lottery value after having taken a step in round k.
For any process j in S_~let also ql denote the probability that proc~ss j holds 1 as its-lottery at the end of the preparation phase p.
The same reasoning as in Define~(z)~f e-2 '-'vn/r so that @l(z) = e-2'-='rnlr21-xqn/r. Then:
2/n~2-"e-t~onJ The next result shows that the two flaws exhibited in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are at the core of the prob-lem: the algorithm does have the strong no-lockout property when we precondition on the fact that the internal variables of the participating processes are reset to new values and when we bar the adversary from using strategy 1. We will actually prove this result for a slightly modified version of the algorithm.
Recall in effect that the code given in Page 6 is optimized by making a participating process i draw a new lottery number when it is detected that V.B < Bi.
We will consider the "de-optimized" version of the code in which only the test V.R # Ri ? causes of a new drawing to occur. The next definition formalizes the restriction that we impose on the adversary, It says that the adversary commits itself to the value of ?(k) at the" beginning of round k. We will make constant use of the notation
{1,2,..., n}. Also, for any sequence (Uj )j EN we will write ai = Umaxai to mean that i is the only index jEJ in J for which CZi = Mea? Uj. 
Following the general proof technique described in the introduction we will prove that :
, and that:
The events involv~d ;~]the LHS of the two inequalities (e.g., Wi(k), U(k), {lP(k)l = m}, {r~._l = p}, {i E P(k)}) depend on A' whereas the events involved in the RHS are pure mathematical events over which A' has no control. We begin with some important remarks. (1) By definition, the set P(k) Hence, for a given adversary A', if the random event {~(k), m~-l = p, i~P(k), lP(k)l = m} has non zero probability, it is equal to the random event is defined in terms of (i.e., measurable with respect to) the (pi,; ij E P(k)),
are also independent. Also, the set 1 that we consider here is the one having a non zero probability described in Remark (1) above.
is true because we condition on N(k) and because U(k) n N(k) = U&(k)(k). These last two facts imply that, Vi E P(k),
We now turn to the evaluation of P4J[U(k) 
Omitted. Proof:
We will write pt = p'p where p' is a k -l-round run and p is the run fragment corresponding to the kth round under way. Assume that p' indicates that, before round k, processes 1,2,3,4 participated only in round k -1, and that process 5 never participated before round k. Furthermore, assume that during round k -1 the following pattern happened: d waited for the critical region to become free, then allocated one step in turn to processes 2, 1, 1,3, 3,4,4; at this point 4 entered the critical region. (All this is indicated in p'.) Assume also that the partial run p into round k indicates that the critical region became free before any competing process was given a step, and that the adversary then allocated one step in turn to processes 5,3,3, and that, after 3 took its last step, the critical section was still free. We will establish that, at this point,
By assumption k -1 is the last (and only) round before round k where processes 1,2,3 and 4 participated.
Hence Rl(k -1) = R2(k -1) = l?~(k -1) = R(k -1). To simplify the notations we will let R' denote this common value. Similarly we will write /3{, /3~, . . . in place of /?l(k -1), /?2(k -1),. . . 
q Consider now the case R = Rt. By hypothesis, process 5 never participated in the computation before round k and hence draws a new number (lo)
As processes 1, ..., 4 participated only in round k -1 up to round k, the knowledge provided by p' about process 3 is exactly that, in round k -1, process 3 lost to process 2 along with process 1, and that process 2 lost in turn to process 4, i.e., that~< /3~,~~< P; and /?~<~~. For the sake of notational simplicity, for the rest of this paragraph we let X denote a random variable whose law is the law of~~conditioned on {/3j > Max{/3{, /3j}, /3~< /3j}. This means for instance that, Vz G R, here all the variables are boolean so that a simple reasoning can be worked out. Proof: Assume that we are in the middle of round 3, and that the run pt indicates that (at time O the critical section was free and then that) the schedule 12 233 was followed, that at this point 3 entered in Crit, that it left Crit, that at this point the schedule 4 1 1 55 was followed, that 5 entered and then left
Crit, that 644 then took a step and that at this point Crit is still free. A~' P[Max,@i z Iogzs + Z] N 1 -e-2'-= .
A -e-2'-' < e-2 l-z 41-= -. -s 
